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  1. What is mitosis?

Formation of new nucleus

Division of nucleus

Addition of nucleus

2. What is mitosis preceded by?

D stage

S stage

H stage

3. What is the nest stage after mitosis?

Kiphyl

Cytokineses

Sophol

4. Which stage is defined by Mitosis and Cytokineses together?

Mitosis(L) stage

Mitotic(J) stage

Mitotic(M) phase

5. How many daughter cells are produced during mitosis?

3

4
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6. What is the name of mitotic error when 3 ore more daughter cells are produced?

Triple mitosis

Mitosis cube

Tripolar Mitosis

7. Where do mitosis occur?

Sperm cells

Eukaryotic cells

Egg cells

8. What are prokaryotic cells characterized by?

They can not divide

They have no nucleus

They produce 3 cells during mitosis

9. What type of mitosis do fungi undergo?

Accelerated mitosis

Open mitosis

Closed mitosis

10. How are sperms and egg cells produced?

By meiosis

By mitosis

By binary fission
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Mitosis Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. What is mitosis?
  Division of nucleus
  2. What is mitosis preceded by?
  S stage
  3. What is the nest stage after mitosis?
  Cytokineses
  4. Which stage is defined by Mitosis and Cytokineses together?
  Mitotic(M) phase
  5. How many daughter cells are produced during mitosis?
  2
  6. What is the name of mitotic error when 3 ore more daughter cells are produced?
  Tripolar Mitosis
  7. Where do mitosis occur?
  Eukaryotic cells
  8. What are prokaryotic cells characterized by?
  They have no nucleus
  9. What type of mitosis do fungi undergo?
  Closed mitosis
  10. How are sperms and egg cells produced?
  By meiosis
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